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U8s

Session 3: Passing

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

- Proper technique
-Accuracy

Activity 1

MARBLES: (10-15min)
Each person w/ ball but kids
in pairs. First kid kicks ball
5-10 yrds away. Other
player passes their ball and
tries to hit first players ball.
If hit they get a point. If not
then first player tries to hit
2nd player's ball. Restart
after each point. Cones are
spread about randomly. If a
player hits a cone they
loose that round

Progression:
-Specify how the ball must be
struck
Click to insert session diagram

Activity 2

GATE PASSING: (10-15min)
Set up numerous small goal
with cones about 1-2 yards
apart. Kids partner up and
have one ball between
them. They dribble around
and then pass to their
partner through a gate.
Then dribble and pass into
another gate

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 3

PASS THROUGH: (15-20min)
Put cones or balls randomly
within the grid. All kids
outside of grid. 1 ball for
about every 3 kids. Kids
pass ball to one of the other
sides. Ball can't hit cones or
other balls being played.

Objectives

Click to insert session diagram

Print Form

Discover Question:
-Where do you need to strike the
ball? Why?
-How can you use the cones as part
of your strategy?

-Non-kicking foot is key in this
activity
-Keeping the ball on the ground
makes it easier to receive
-Proper pace to get through the
gate

Progression:
-See how many they can get in 30
seconds
-Only inside foot, only outside, only
left, etc...

Discover Question:
-What did you have to do after
making a pass? After receiving a
pass?
-What were the easiest balls to
control?

-Accuracy. This comes with proper
technique
-Decision making
-Calling for ball when open

-When to call and when not to call
for the ball
-Timing of pass
-Choice of who to pass to

Progression
-Add more balls
-After a pass have the kids run and
touch a corner cone or a cone in
the middle (teaching them to move
after the pass and not just stand
and watch)

Discovery Question:
-When did you make a pass? What
did you need to decide?
-What did you do after making a
pass?

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
COACHING REMINDER
Have kids active 75-80% of practice
time
HOMEWORK
Try and make 10 passes in a row
that hit an object you are aiming
for. If 10 in a row is easy do 15.

Click to insert session diagram
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-Ankle locked, non-kicking foot
toward target, Head up
-Proper pace on the ball

-Technique while moving (Just this
light running will be a challenge to
keep technique correct)
-Preparing ball for pass
-Make sure your partner can receive
the pass

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

5v5
(20-25min)

Key Coaching Points
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